
Amara Bangkok Presents ‘Thai Passion At
Element’ Promotion To Enhance Bangkok’s
Leadership Position As a Foodie Hub of Asia

BANGKOK, Thailand – October 16, 2017 – Amara Bangkok today announces the Thai food promotion
called ‘Thai Passion at Element’ to offer its guests an array of both authentic and traditional Thai
dishes at the hotel’s all day dining restaurant, Element to cater both in-house and outside guests
who travel to Bangkok for not only shopping and visiting interesting tourist attractions but to enjoy
foodie trip where each Thai dish will be presented beautifully to make the dining experience a little
bit more memorable.

Available for both a la carte and set menu, ‘Thai Passion at Element’ consists of both traditional and
difficult-to-find dishes such as cold watermelon served with dried fish flakes, Fresh pineapple morsel
topped with minced chicken and peanuts, Crispy omelette with pork crackling, Massamun curry with
beef shank, Red curry with roasted duck and Prawn pad Thai wrapped with egg crepe, to name a
few.

The idea behind the promotion is to recreate the types of dishes that Viranat Silananda, General
Manager of Amara Bangkok who grew up in the States and really passionate about Thai food from
his mom who moved there years ago with the original Thai recipes. He then has brought back these
recipes to the culinary team led by executive sous chef Chalermphant ‘Charlie’ Rojnwatham at
Element restaurant.

“All guests and diners will have a unique opportunity to experience delicious Thai food as part to
enhance Bangkok as one of foodie hub in the region. Chef Charlie and his culinary team will ensure
that all diners will get a sumptuous spread of the best traditional Thai cuisine.” said Viranat
Silananda, General Manager of Amara Bangkok. “In order to ensure that all guests have memorable
dining experience, our culinary team use fresh and quality local and imported ingredients to ensure
that each dish served is authentic so that guests can enjoy the texture, presentation and taste the
same like I enjoyed since when I was young.”

‘Thai Passion at Element’ promotion is available daily from 630 p.m. until 1030 p.m. at Element, the
hotel’s all day dining restaurant with indoor dining and refreshing al fresco dining area. Guests can
enjoy both exclusive set menu and a la carte style with reasonable price starts from only THB 150
per dish.

Aside from featuring Singaporean signature dishes, seasonal attractions and ‘Thai Passion at
Element’ promotion, Element restaurant sizzles with dining adventures every day of the week
especially the highly popular and value-for-money international lunch buffet promotion “Come 2 Pay
1” is available daily from 12noon to 230 p.m. Priced at THB 899 nett per guest, it includes free-
flowing of drinking water, coffee and tea.

For more information, please call + 66 (0)2 021 8888 extension 5320, email
fnb.bangkok@amarahotels.com or visit the hotel’s website at http://www.bangkok.amarahotels.com.
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